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 1 What time does this shop open on Wednesday?

A 8 o’clock at night

B 5 o’clock in the morning

C 5 o’clock at night

D 8 o’clock in the morning

 2 Nadira has written a letter to her friend in Australia. 

What has she forgotten to put on the envelope?

A the stamp

B the name of the street

C the name of the country

D the name of her friend

 3  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In which subjects did Khaliq get the highest grades?

A Arabic and Biology

B Arabic and Advanced Maths

C Advanced Maths and Biology

D Advanced Maths and Economics

 4 In which subject did his teacher think Khaliq could have done better?

A Arabic

B Chemistry

C Advanced Maths

D Biology
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1 What time does this shop open on Wednesday?

Nadira has written a letter to her friend in Australia.
What has she forgotten to put on the envelope?

A    the stamp
B    the name of the street
C    the name of the country
D    the name of her friend

A    8 o’clock at night
B    5 o’clock in the morning
C    5 o’clock at night
D    8 o’clock in the morning

2

~ Opening Hours ~
Sunday – Thursday: 8 am until 5 pm

Friday, Saturday: CLOSED

24 Station Street
Maryville
New South Wales
AUSTRALIA

Size:

Found:

Description:

Food:

Sun bears are the world’s smallest bears, weighing
27 - 65 kg and growing to a length of  70 cm.

Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Kampuchea and Vietnam.

Sun bears are black and gold in colour. They have long claws allowing them to dig for honey 
and grubs. Their claws also help them to climb trees to make nests.

fruit, small rodents, lizards, birds, ants, termites, insects, worms and honey

Equator

Southern Hemisphere

Northern Hemisphere
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14

A    Arabic and Biology
B    Arabic and Advanced Maths
C    Advanced Maths and Biology
D    Advanced Maths and Economics

A    Arabic
B    Chemistry
C    Advanced Maths
D    Biology

In which subjects did Khaliq get the highest grades?

In which subject did his teacher think Khaliq could have done better?

Al Ain Grammar School

Student Name:
Grade:

SUBJECT Grade and Comment

Arabic A - Excellent work this semester. Keep it up!

Chemistry B - Disappointing. Khaliq will need to do some extra revision.

Advanced Maths

Biology

Economics

B - There has been a great improvement in the past three months.

A - Good work Khaliq.

C - More application to essays will improve this result.

Khaliq El Masri
11

Semester 2: Mid-Semester Report
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 5  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If a customer called with a complaint, you would probably connect them with 

A Sherrine Sherwood.

B Mona Alston.

C Mahmoud Assaf.

D Khaliq El Masri. 

 6 Extension 9050 is for 

A the warehouse.

B the Director.

C the meeting room.

D the receiving dock.

 7 If you wanted to call Mona Alston from outside the building you would dial 

A 9000 9112.

B 9776 9112.

C 9112 9000.

D 9112 9776.

 8 Firyal Kalel works 

A at reception.

B in the showroom.

C in the warehouse.

D in the receiving dock.
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  9  Who works in the showroom?

A Peter Jackson and Mona Alston 

B Peter Jackson and Khaliq El Masri 

C Mona Alston and Dahib Saliba

D Dahib Saliba and Peter Jackson 

 10

 
How long did Sara and Yasmeen stay at their friend’s house?

A one evening

B a week

C a year

D all of August

 11 Who is the writer of this text?

A Sara

B Amal

C Aisha

D Yasmeen 

12  What does the rug they selected look like?

A terracotta in colour, detailed patterns, border

B white in colour, detailed patterns, terracotta border

C plain terracotta colour with a white border

D pure white with a terracotta border

8

YEAR 11 ENGLISH

Our friends, Sara and Yasmeen, came from Jeddah to spend a week’s holiday with 
us in Abu Dhabi. 

They wanted to buy a carpet for their mother, Amal, so one evening we took them 
to Al Meena Souk.

There were so many beautiful carpets to choose from that they couldn’t decide 
which one to buy. They kept asking, “Which one do you prefer, Aisha?” and I kept 
replying, “It is not for me to say. You must buy the one that you like best.”  

Finally, they selected a large terracotta coloured rug with intricate patterns and a 
distinctive border. They said it would be perfect for the hallway in their apartment.

I am looking forward to seeing it when I stay with them next August.

24

26

25

27

28

A    All of a sudden
B    After that
C    At last
D    Actually

A    one evening
B    a week
C    a year
D    all of August

A    She did not think any of the carpets were suitable. 
B    She could not decide on which pattern she preferred.
C    She did not know how much her friends wanted to spend.
D    She thought her friends should decide which carpet they liked best.

A    terracotta in colour, detailed patterns, border
B    white in colour, detailed patterns, terracotta border
C    plain terracotta colour with a white border
D    pure white with a terracotta border

A    Sara
B    Amal
C    Aisha
D    Yasmeen

Which words could be used to take the place of Finally in the text?

How long did Sara and Yasmeen stay at their friend’s house?

Why didn’t Aisha help choose the carpet?

What does the rug they selected look like?

Who is the writer of this text?

Al Meena Souk
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 13 Why didn’t Aisha help choose the carpet?

A She did not think any of the carpets were suitable. 

B She could not decide on which pattern she preferred. 

C She did not know how much her friends wanted to spend. 

D She thought her friends should decide which carpet they liked best. 

14  Which words could be used to take the place of Finally in the text?

A All of a sudden 

B After that

C At last

D Actually

 15 George had to choose subjects to study in his final years of school. Here are his parents’ thoughts on 
the issue. 

The purpose of this writing is to

A persuade.

B entertain.

C research.

D summarise.
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 16 Which statement best sums up the father’s attitude?

A History and Geography are both equally valuable and either could be chosen.

B Both subjects lack the status of other subjects taught at school.

C History is important, but Geography is a better choice because it is more relevant.

D While Geography has its place, it cannot be compared to History.

 17 The mother sees History as a better alternative because she believes George will 

A enjoy the field trips studying History will involve.

B benefit from learning to formulate ideas and to write well.

C engage with it because it relates to current affairs.

D benefit from the practical nature of the subject.

 18  Who is stronger in their views about the choice George has to make?

A The father because he plainly says George should choose Geography.

B The mother because she refers to the long-term benefits of studying History.

C The father because he is able to see the benefits of taking both subjects.

D The mother because she recognises the need to learn from the past.

 19 The words taken over more and more of the natural environments suggest human settlement 

A coexists with the natural environment.

B has intruded on nature.

C cannot be compared to the natural world.

D is more important than anything else on Earth.
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20      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 According to the information, which one of the following is a renewable source of energy?

A oil 

B gas

C coal

D ethanol

 21 The populations of India and China are increasingly 

A seeking out valuable agricultural land. 

B demanding a rise in the price of staple foods.

C seeing a drop in their standard of living.

D wanting a higher standard of living. 

22  What is one disadvantage of making ethanol?

A Ethanol has been linked to acid rain.

B The land could otherwise be used for growing food.

C It has another non-renewable energy source.

D It is expensive and unaffordable in most countries.
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 23 The final sub-heading could be replaced by

A Who’s Using What.

B Understanding the Risks.

C Practical Solutions.

D How Energy Consumption has Changed.

24
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This text suggests Pluto shouldn’t be classified as a planet because

A of its size and location.

B it has been hit by a large object.

C it has an elliptical rather than circular orbit.

D of Pluto’s moon which is nearly the size of Pluto itself.

25  Which of the following correctly classifies the main and supporting ideas contained in this text?  
Main idea Supporting idea

A Location and features of Pluto Objectives of New Horizons space program

B Achievements of astronomer Clyde Tombaugh History of astronomy in the 20th century

C History of astronomy in the 20th century Location and features of Pluto

D Objectives of New Horizons space program Achievements of astronomer Clyde Tombaugh
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26    Which of the following correctly distinguishes between facts and opinions contained in this text?

Fact Opinion

A Pluto was discovered in 1930. Pluto is named after a Roman god.

B Pluto’s surface is covered in frozen gases 
when it is far from the Sun.

The sun is not at the centre of Pluto’s orbit.

C In the early 20th century most astronomers 
were of the view all planets had been 
discovered.

Charon is a planet.

D A giant object collided with Pluto millions of 
years ago.

Pluto is located on the edge of the Kuiper 
belt.

27    Sometimes Pluto is closer to the Sun than Neptune. Why is this?

A Pluto’s orbit is elliptical.

B Neptune’s orbit is elliptical.

C The Kuiper Belt creates a distortion. 

D Neptune’s orbit is larger than Pluto’s.

28    The language used in this text is best described as 

A emotive.

B sentimental.

C technical.

D reflective.

 29 In this text, brackets are used to 

A compare Pluto with other ‘real’ planets.

B indicate the likely value of some key estimates.

C show which ideas are proven and which are open to question.

D provide additional information and clarify the meaning of some terms.

30  Which of the following would be appropriate additional information to include with this text?

A Pluto’s depiction in the art of ancient peoples.

B Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are all ringed by bands of rocks and ice.

C Theoretical ideas about the chemical composition of Pluto and its atmosphere.

D Detailed information regarding the impact of Earth’s atmosphere caused by its orientation in 
space.
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31   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The tone in the opening paragraph of the letter is one of 

A wonder.

B annoyance.

C frustration.

D melancholy.

 32 This letter has most probably been sent to

A Alison’s family and friends.

B a group of work colleagues.

C Alison’s neighbours.

D a local newspaper back home.
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33  What is the purpose of this letter?

A to give a sense of what Alison is experiencing.

B to report back about a conference.

C to warn about problems with train travel in Italy.

D to provide travel tips about Italy. 

 34 The word Anyway in the final paragraph serves as a way of 

A increasing the tension in the letter.

B refocusing attention on everyday details. 

C suggesting that the previous information is fictional.

D expressing regret that the time in Italy has come to an end.

 35 What has Alison’s father been particularly delighted by?

A the snow 

B a sunny sparkling day

C a road built by Napoleon

D the railway tunnel 

 36 What has the writer used in the first paragraph?

A direct quotes 

B short sentences

C a detailed description of her emotions

D highly technical and accurate information
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The main aim of this information is to 

A present two points of view. 

B explain why advertising should be banned.

C provide some strategies to reduce the amount of advertising.

D compare the main types of advertising. 

 38 What is meant by the words “tyranny of choice”?

A they mean the opposite of “choice-overload”

B so many products to select from can be overwhelming

C selecting between competing products has become easier

D advertising has made choosing products easier

 

Should advertising be banned? 
Today, advertising is a multi-billion dollar global industry. There are ads almost everywhere. Almost all public space 
has some advertisements in sight and all forms of media, from newspapers to the internet, are also �lled with adverts. 
So, what is the right amount of advertising and should ads be banned altogether? 

Yes, it should be banned…
• Advertising overwhelms many people with “the tyranny 

of choice” or “choice overload”. 
• Recent research suggests that people are less happy 

than they were 30 years ago - despite being better off.
• Advertising unrealistically raises expectations.
• Some people are so overwhelmed that they cannot 

choose at all!
• Advertisers use underhand methods to get their 

message across. 
• Posters have attention grabbing words.
• Some ads today are even being hidden in what seem 

like pieces or art or public information so people don't 
realise they are ads. 

• If ads target people’s unconscious thoughts this might 
be seen as brainwashing.

• Some ads seem to try to make people feel inferior if 
they don't have the product. 

• Perceptions of beauty and fashion in particular have 
been terribly distorted. 

• Many young people have low self-esteem and lead 
unhealthy lifestyles because they feel they should be 
thinner and more attractive like the models in ads. 

• This leads to serious health problems.
• Advertising gives the impression, especially to 

children, that they can and should have everything 
they want. 

• This makes people more selfish and obsessed with 
possessions.

• This may harm people’s relationships and their personal 
development.

No, it shouldn’t be banned…
• Ads play a positive role in modern society, helping us 

choose between competing goods. 
• Many ads draw our attention to new better products 

which people want. 
• Ads try to compete on price, helping consumers (us) to 

seek out the cheapest or best value products. Ads give 
us more information to help us make better choices.

• Ads which use sly methods like images which are 
shown so quickly the viewer doesn't consciously realise 
they saw them (subliminal advertising) are already banned. 

• Is there any difference between supermarkets being 
painted bright colours to make their food seem more 
appealing? 

• People make unconscious judgments all the time, so how 
can advertising be called “brainwashing”?

• Ads never criticise people - that wouldn’t make any sense 
for the companies trying to appeal to consumers.

• Ads only ever reflect what people think. 
• If people's ideas are wrong, then is this the work of big 

companies and advertisers or governments and schools?

• Our society is built around the belief that companies should 
produce things that people want. 

• If consumers suddenly stopped wanting to buy so many 
products then what happens to the people whose job it is to 
make them? 

• The economy would suffer terribly. 
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39  Why are some of the words bolded in this text?

A They act as sub-headings.

B They show the main points of difference.

C They show issues which need to be resolved.

D They define some of the technical language used.

 40 The argument against advertisements being banned poses several questions. 

The effect of these questions is to 

A confuse the issues.

B persuade the reader.

C suggest more research in the area is needed. 

D indicate areas where more research is needed.

 41 The key arguments in favour of advertising in this text are best summarised as:

A many ads are very entertaining; only a few people don’t like watching ads

B it is impossible to ban ads; we therefore shouldn’t even contemplate this 

C ads which try to brainwash people have been banned; most ads are for things that people need 

D ads help consumers to make better choices; they help to make the economy work better 

42  Which of the following correctly categorises the following pieces of information from the text?

Fact Opinion

A On average, people are less happy than they 
were thirty years ago 

Advertising distorts perceptions of beauty 

B Ads never directly criticise people (potential 
customers) 

Subliminal advertising has been banned

C Advertising distorts perceptions of beauty On average, people are less happy than they 
were thirty years ago 

D Ads never directly criticise people (potential 
customers)

Advertising distorts perceptions of beauty
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43   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The view from the top of the sand hill was 

A lush forest.

B more sand hills.

C a small cottage.

D the horizon.

44  Before reaching the summit the climb up the sand hill could best be described as 

A effortless.

B difficult.

C hazardous.

D exhilarating.

 45 The words a trip and a flounder suggest going down the hill was 

A evenly paced.

B full of dangers.

C worrying and methodical.

D fast and fun.

The Getting of Wisdom
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46  The description in this text appeals mostly to our sense of 

A hearing.

B touch.

C smell. 

D sight. 

 47 To describe the beach the writer makes use of 

A a series of short sharp sentences.

B long complex sentences. 

C dialogue between the characters.

D flashbacks to the past.

 48 The monsters in which the breakers had left their echoing were 

A ponds.

B shells.

C waves.

D cuttlefish.

 49 The colours mentioned in the text are in reference to 

A sky, sea, reefs, sand and seaweed.

B sand, shells and caves.

C cuttlefish and sand.

D sky, sea, cuttlefish, seaweed and shells. 

 50 The tone of this text is one of 

A dismay.

B regret.

C wonder.

D apprehension.
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